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ABOUT US:
Jenish Incorporation is a renowned name engaged in the manufacturing of
Jaljira and other food products since 1994. The company reckon with the
name and fame in the global market for its symbol of quality, taste and
reliability backed by a unique art of manufacturing with strong
infrastructure which has successfully served potential market across Indian
markets.
Jenish Incorporation has its ultra modern manufacturing facility at
Surat(India), with the most advanced equipments and laboratory, with the
honest dealing and with the motto to satisfy our valued customers, 100%
pure, natural, genuine, the business earned a good name and fame, where
the products are sold just by the name of the company.
CORE PURPOSE:
To improve health of the people by providing the Best Quality
CORE VALUES:
- To provide best taste
- Excellent customer satisfaction
- Always uphold commitment
- Grow with planning
- Improve production method
BHAG (BIG HAIRY AUDACIOUS GOAL)
We will create office and factories in 7 countries by the year 2031
VISION:
- Our Company’s growth 50% every year
- The world leader in the food industry and one of the best
companies in the international market.
MISSION:
- To provide the best quality and excellent service to the customer.
- To launch our product across the nation and in the international market
and put a step ahead to become multinational company.
- To establish our brand name “Jenish” among the MNCs brand.

BRAND PROMISE

“A PREMIUM QUALITY”

BUTTERMILK Masala
Jenish Buttermilk Masala - known to make a simple and authentic Masala
Chaas. which will make your meal perfectly scrumptious also make a
refreshing Chaas, lightly spiced and is the perfect way to cool off anytime
anywhere.
It is useful to make Buttermilk, Khaman, Patra, Bhel, Dhokla,
Sandwich, Panipuri and Soups.

CHAAT Masala
This funky, salty, spicy, and sour spice blend is all you need to transform
anything into a savory dish. Add a new kind of excitement to your daily
dishes this racy blend will give a wild and lively tweak to your food that's
never been experienced.
It can be sprinkled on salads, Fruits, Sandwiches, Pizzas, Burger, Wafer,
Samosa, Dahivada, Petis, Aloo Chaat, (savoury Indian-style snacks).

CHHOLE Masala
Elaborate your dish with a delicious spice blend and give unique taste to
your Chhole chana recipe because every recipe requires a unique spice mix
which makes it perfect and complete.
Chhole Masala is used to make the deleicious chhole for varieties like Chhole Bhature
and Chhole Puri.

CHICKEN Masala
Make easy, aromatic, lovable Chicken dishes with only a few pantry staples
with Jenish Chicken Masala Powder that gives evenly balanced taste and
flavour to the dish for any foodies who crave for something unique and will
be content with such a flavor.
Chicken Masala can be used for any chicken varieties such as Chicken Kabab, Chicken Tandoori,
Chicken Curry, Chicken Tikka, Butter Chicken, Chicken Korma and Chicken Chhaap.

DABELI Masala
Jenish Dabeli Masala is a special blend of aromatic spices that adds a
balanced flavor which will make tangy, spicy super delicious snacks and
enjoy the popular street food taste at your home.
Dabeli Masala can be used to make delicious Dabeli.

GARAM Masala
Jenish Garam Masala contains a balance of all six tastes made from the
finest natural ingredients integral to indian food. A typical Indian version of
garam masala also ensures improved good health and overall wellness.
It can be used to make all type of Sabjis, Masur Daal, Samosa, Vada, Kachori, Petis
and any type of Farsan.

JALJIRA Masala
A Very Very Tasty Appetizer...Naturally refreshing drink having a lively mix of spices
and condiments that include mint leaf and dry ginger impart a tangy, sizzling
character when mixed with plain water. Deliciously drink for a great
accompaniment to any meal that helps in fighting poor digesting, intestinal gas and
rehydrating your body.
It is used to get tasty Soda, Buttermilk, Nimbupani, Fruits, Sugarcane Juice,
Tomato Soup and Chilled water.

KADHI Masala
A traditional and authentic taste of Gujarati kadhi is a vital part of Indian
cuisine. It is a yogurt-based soup dish. Tangy, sour, salty and perfect
amount of spices all in a single bite. Jenish Kadhi Masala makes this lavish
gravy even more aromatic.
Kadhi Masala is used to make Kadhi delicious

KASURI Methi
Flavour many Indian dishes with Jenish Kasuri Methi. Especially when it comes to making Indian
curries condiment and many more. Kasoori methi is sun-dried fenugreek(Methi) leaves used in
Indian cooking and tastes similar to a combination of celery and fennel with a slightly bitter bite.
Largely classified as an important herb in Indian cooking rather than a spice. It’s strong aroma and
distinctive flavour fascinate the taste buds!
It can be used to make all type of Sabjis, Masur Daal, Samosa, Vada, Kachori, Petis
and any type of Farsan.

KHICHDI Masala
Khichdi recipe has always been indian’s superfood or queen of all foods and
perhapsthe most common food in every indian household. Prepare one of
the coziest mealrecipes and ultimate comfort food with delicious homestyle
flavor with Jenish KhichadiMasala which will leave you craving for more!
Khichdi Masala is used to make Khichdi, Rice and Pulav.

KITCHEN KING Masala
Kitchen King! Elaborate the 'Curry' experience with this classic blend and
make yourvegetable curry the perfect host of your kitchen. Enjoy authentic
unmatched vegetablecurries, a lordly taste and a mild, subdued flavour
with Jenish Kitchen King Masala.
Kitchen King Masala is used to make Punjabi Sabji, Paneer Tikka,
Dum Biryani and any type of Paneer Sabji.

MULTI Masala
This spice blend is all you need to transform anything into a burst of flavored dish.
Itgives a mildly resonant flavour to dishes and the appetising aroma so characteristic
ofdelicious fare.With Jenish Multi Masala add a new kind of excitement to your
dailydishes this racy blend will give a wild and lively tweak to your food that's never
beenexperienced.
Multi Masala has multiple usage it can be sprinkled on Salad,
Fruits, Sandwiches, Samosa, Burger, Pizzas and many more things.

NAWABI MEAT Masala
Explore Mughlai Cuisine with Jenish Nawabi Meat Masala the combination
of all these ingredients will take your dish to some other level and
experience delicious Indian Spices Nawabi Meat and you would certainly
fall in love with this one!
Nawabi Meat Masala is used to make Galuti, Kabab, Lajij Lamb Handi, Khatta Meat,
Mutton Cutlets, Rajashthani Lal Mans, Bhindi wale Mans, Rogan Jos, Badami Lamb
Korma.

PANI PURI Masala
One of the most popular Indian street foods! Enjoy the true Lip-smacking
sweet-n-sour Indian flavour taste. Jenish Pani Puri Masala is having
something that you will thoroughly feel sweet and spicy with a hint of
savoury taste in it. You just cannot have one! Once you start eating.
It is used to make Khatta Meetha Paani and Aaloo stufing of Panipuri.

PASTA Masala
It’s super tasty! Love that spicy, slightly tangy and mix of Indian-Italian
flavour. The pasta becomes more interesting when you give it a twist with
Jenish Pasta Masala. It makes every bite one to remember.
It is used to make delicious Pasta

PAVBHAJI Masala
Anytime adores the authentic taste of Mumbai Pavbhaji by special blend. This humble
mixture of vegetables and the goodness of flavourful Jenish Pavbhaji Masala spices come
together for a unique experience that will take you to the streets of Aamchi Mumbai .
Made with Masala Chakkis with premium spices to fill your kitchen with a nostalgic warm
aroma of memories.
It is used to make Pavbhaji, Sabji and Masala Pav.

SABJI Masala
The classic Indian spice is one of the many essentials in every kitchen which
is especially combined to enhance the taste of vegetable dishes. Jenish
Sabji Masala gives vibrant flavour and appetizing colour that is obtaine by
mixing of several grinded spices to make every dish delicious. A pinch of
this, and your vegetable dish will go stir-crazy with excitement.
It is used to make any type of Sabji tasty.

SAMBHAR Masala
A perfect spice blend for the popular South Indian lentils and vegetable
stew made with proper proportions of spices based on Naturally obtaines
and mixed in their crudest forms for a really good South Indian Sambhar
taste.
It is used to make Sambhar for Idli Sambhar, Dosa Sambhar and Regular Dal.

SHAHI BIRYANI Masala
Perfect blend of the different aromatic spices that are required to prepare an
appetisingdish. Jenish Shahi Biryani Masala is largely a combination of flavouring spices
alongwith taste agents that enhance the recipe of ordinary rice to trace you back to
theMughal era. Feast like the royalty with overwhelmingly the flavors permeate and
spreadthroughout the dish making it all the more d-licious.
Shahi Biryani Masala is used to make Biryani, Masala Khichdi, Pulav, Tomato Rice,
Australian Pulav and Andhra Pulav.

SHAHI PANEER Masala
Dish is fit for a King! Prepare favourite Mughlai-Style shahi Paneer dishes
with JenishShahi Paneer Masala. Having astonishing varieties of treasured
spices to nourish a richvariety of cuisines and cultures for authentic taste of
regional cuisines.
It is used to make Paneer Sabji and Punjabi Sabji.

TEA Masala
This will leave you with a refreshing Taste! Jenish Tea Masala gives a very special
twist to the taste of tea. Every element adds an extra warmth. Enjoy a spicy ride to
your taste buds and deliver different notes and tastes with every sip, which
continues to enhance your experience to feel the freshness of the leaves and
exquisite hits of spices and leave you wanting for more!
It can be used to add taste in Tea, Cofee and Kadha

UNDHIYA Masala
Jenish Undhiya Masala is an authentic blend of rich and aromatic spices
that gives theperfect traditional taste to enjoy the explosion of flavours in
your mouth, as you taste therich, exotic taste of this classical Gujarati
delicacy.
It is used to make chatakedar Undhiya.

AMCHUR Powder
Amchur is a powdered spice made from dry mango pulp. The powder
preserves the acidic tart and spicy flavour of unique mangoes that adds
mouth-watering taste to your curries and also used to flavor foods and add
the nutritional benefits of mangoes when the fresh fruit is out of season.
It can be used in Panipuri as well all type of chutneys to make it sour.

BLACK PEPPER Powder
Add a peppery touch to your revipes with Jenish Black Pepper powder
having peppercorns with high flavour and pungency that will extremely
enhance flavour and aroma of any recipe. It is moreover one of the oldest
and essential spices across the world, also a dominant condiment for all
the cuisines.
It can be used in Idli as well all type of sabji to make it spicy.

BLACK SALT Powder
To heighten the flavour of the delicacy...black salt is there to woo everyday!
You don’t just add a great tangy taste but also rich minerals to your dish
that makes sure that the natural goodness stays intact and a crushed
sprinkle o fthe salt imparts a burst of flavours and minerals to your diets.
It can be used to make Panipuri, Waffer and Ayurvedic Medicines.

DRY GINGER Powder
This is an eccentric straight Indian spice having strong aroma and a
pungent flavour which adds a bit of earthy flavour to your dish and gives a
fragrance of freshness along with several health benefits Sprinkle some
over and enjoy the goodness of this organic Jenish Dry Ginger Powder.
Dried Ginger Powder can be used to make spices and masala, which are used in
gravy, curry of Punjabi and Gujarati Sabjis.It is also useful in making Tea tasty.

GARLIC Powder
Garlic without the hassle which is a great way to sprinkle a kick of savoury
flavour to any dish. You won’t go back to your ordinary garlic powder

Garlic Powder is used to make any type of Sabji and Soup tasty.

ONION Powder
Jenish Onion Powder perfectly blends into recipes having quite versatile
culinary usage, with onions being a beloved flavour for various cuisines
and savoury richness to dishes of all kinds which accentuates your cooking
experience for sure!
It is used to make any type of Sabji.

JALJIRA
A Very Very Tasty Appetizer...Naturally refreshing drink having a lively mix of spices
and condiments that include mint leaf and dry ginger impart a tangy, sizzling
character when mixed with plain water. Deliciously drink for a great
accompaniment to any meal that helps in fighting poor digesting, intestinal gas and
rehydrating your body.
It is used to get tasty Soda, Buttermilk, Nimbupani, Fruits, Sugarcane Juice,
Tomato Soup and Chilled water.

TASTE PLUS
Find that missing friend in your tongue! Jenish Taste plus masala is a magical
mixture of spices that is entirely unique. Spruce up any dish with a pinch and
experience deliciously mouth-watering taste in every bite.

PACHAK AMALA
Jenish Aamala is a perfectly balanced bitter & Tangy dried aamala which is
enrichedwith the goodness of essential vitamins and a divine supplement of
various nutrients. Itwill definitely keep you coming back for more!
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Reg. Off. & Factory:
85/1/2, Mota Borasra, Ta.: Mangrol, Dist.: Surat, Gujarat (India)
Customer Care: +91 98251 96222
Toll Free No. : 1800 31 32 143
E-mail: sales@jenishfood.com
Web.: www.jenishspices.com
jenishspicesofficial

jenishspicesofficial.94
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